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AXISCADES Powers Up:  

Acquires EPCOGEN for Enhanced Energy Solutions 

 

Bangalore, December 06, 2023: AXISCADES Technologies Ltd. 

[AXISCADES (BSE: 532395 | NSE: AXISCADES], a global leader in engineering 

solutions, announces the successful completion of its strategic acquisition of 

EPCOGEN Private Limited. This acquisition marks a pivotal moment for both 

companies, with AXISCADES acquiring EPCOGEN at INR 26.25 Crores, with an 

additional 3-year earnout of INR 7 Crores based on performance. The move 

underscores the company's commitment to driving engineering excellence and 

innovation in the energy sector. 

 

EPCOGEN, headquartered in Hyderabad, India, brings a wealth of expertise primarily 

specializing in Oil & Gas, Refineries, Petrochemicals, and Renewable Power. The 

company boasts extensive proficiency in intricate project engineering and end-to-end 

project execution. Notably, EPCOGEN is at the forefront of innovative solutions with a 

focus on climate-conscious emission control, exemplified by their expertise in tail gas 

treatment plants for refineries. Additionally, the company leads in the design and 

implementation of cutting-edge, long-duration energy storage solutions, showcasing a 

commitment to pioneering advancements in sustainable energy technologies. 

 

The strategic alliance is poised to significantly enhance AXISCADES' footprint in the 

comprehensive energy sector. Through a partnership with EPCOGEN, AXISCADES 

aims to fortify its position in the energy markets of the Middle East and North America. 

This strategic move extends beyond mere market penetration, as the acquisition not 

only opens doors for cross-selling among AXISCADES' established Oil & Gas clientele 

and industrial product customers but also positions the company to capitalize on 

valuable diversification opportunities. 

 

Mr. Arun Krishnamurthi, the CEO and MD of AXISCADES, while commenting on 

the acquisition said, "The acquisition of EPCOGEN seamlessly aligns with our 

growth objectives in the energy sector. This strategic move not only augments our 

competency but also propels our expansion as a service provider into the global 

energy industries. We are confident that integrating EPCOGEN's capabilities with 

AXISCADES will fortify our presence in complex project engineering and execution. 

By leveraging EPCOGEN's substantial growth potential and profound market 

knowledge, we anticipate a synergistic partnership that positions us at the forefront of 

innovative solutions and strengthens our commitment to excellence in the global 

energy landscape.” 

 

 

 

https://www.bseindia.com/stock-share-price/axiscades-technologies-ltd/axiscades/532395/corp-announcements/
https://www.nseindia.com/get-quotes/equity?symbol=AXISCADES


 
 

Mr. Aditya Krishna, Founder of EPCOGEN said, "EPCOGEN is thrilled to join forces 

with AXISCADES, a global leader with a rich legacy in technology & engineering 

solutions.” Mr. KRSR Krishna, Founder and Director of EPCOGEN said, “This 

collaboration opens new growth avenues for the company, allowing us to fully 

capitalize on our delivery capabilities and market expertise. Together, we anticipate 

driving multi-fold growth and delivering unparalleled value to our clients. We are 

excited for this journey with AXISCADES." 

 

Through its offices in Chennai, Hyderabad & Bengaluru, EPCOGEN has significant 

operations in the North American and Middle East geographies for global leaders of 

the energy industry. 

 

With the successful completion of this integration, the combined strengths of 

AXISCADES and EPCOGEN is set to make an impactful contribution to the overall 

growth in the Indian energy sector. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

About AXISCADES Technologies Ltd.: 
 
AXISCADES is a leading, end to end technology and engineering solutions provider 
aiding creation of innovative, sustainable and safer products worldwide. 
Headquartered in Bangalore with subsidiaries in USA, UK, Canada, Germany, India 
and China; and offices in Germany, France, Denmark, USA and Canada. 
 
AXISCADES has a diverse team of over 2,800 professionals working across 17 
locations across North America, Europe, UK and Asia-Pacific, striving to reduce the 
program risk and time to market.  The company offers Product Engineering Solutions 
across Embedded Software and Hardware, Digitisation and Automation, Mechanical 
Engineering, System Integration, Test Solutions, Manufacturing Engineering, 
Technical Publications, and Aftermarket Solutions. 
 
The solutions comprehensive portfolio covers the complete product development 
lifecycle from concept evaluation to manufacturing support and certification for Fortune 
500 Companies in the Aerospace, Defense, Heavy Engineering, Automotive, Medical 
Devices & Industrial Product industries. The company is known for its robust system 
of certifications and best practices that address customer requirements and domain 
expertise. 
 
More information: www.axiscades.com  
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/axiscades/  
 
 
 
About EPCOGEN: 
 

EPCOGEN is a niche solutions provider focused on engineering design and solutions 
for energy space irrespective of energy type. Within O&G focusing on the EPC 
peripheral, EPCOGEN is a pioneer by experience on the engineering portion which is 
most critical and focused up on by customers. It was incorporated in Hyderabad, India 
in November 2020. 
 
More information: www.epcogen.com 
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For further Queries please contact (Investor/Media) 

 

 

 

 

Safe Harbor  

 

Certain statements in this communication may be ‘forward-looking statements within 

the meaning of applicable laws and regulations. These forward-looking statements 

involve a number of risks, uncertainties, and other factors that could cause actual 

results to differ materially from those suggested by the forward-looking statements. 

Important developments that could affect the Company’s operations include changes 

in the industry structure, significant changes in the political and economic environment 

in India and overseas, tax laws, import duties, litigation, and labour relations. 

AXISCADES Engineering Technologies Ltd. (AXISCADES) will not be in any way 

responsible for any action taken based on such statements and undertakes no 

obligation to publicly update these forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent 

events or circumstances.  

 

 
Shishir Gahoi, AXISCADES 
Technologies Ltd.  
(Formerly AXISCADES Engineering 
Technologies Ltd) 
Kirloskar Business Park, Block ‘C’, 2nd 
Floor, 
Hebbal, Bangalore – 560 024, India 
Tel: +91 80 4193 9000 
Email: shishir.gahoi@axiscades.in 
Investor.relations@axiscades.in 
 
Akash Nejjur 
+91 80 41939000 
akash.nejjur@axiscades.com 
 

 
Nachiket Kale / Rajesh Agrawal 
Orient Capital 
Tel : +91 9920940808 / +91  

9967491495 

Email : nachiket.kale@linkintime.co.in 

             rajesh.agrawal@linkintime.co.in  
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